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Wildland fire spot ignition and subsequent growth

Abstract: Wildland fires are becoming more frequent all around the world in a drier climate. Some of these fires may have catastrophic consequences with extensive damage to land, property, ecosystems, and lives. It is expected that under the drier weather patterns related to overall climate change, the problem will only intensify. Wildland fires are often initiated by small ignition sources (spot fire ignition) either caused by human intervention or by natural events. These ignition sources could be hot metal particle/spark, embers, pilot flames, lightning, all of which cause a small and localized area of wildfire ignition that subsequently spreads to wider and larger areas. Sparks can be generated by power line interaction, hot work (welding, grinding, friction), ejected from the generating source, and transported forward by the wind landing on vegetation where they can start a wildland fire. Once the wildfire has been ignited it may grow exponentially by surface fire spread, and can also propagate rapidly through ember spotting, where embers are lofted by the plume of the fire and then transported forward by the wind and igniting spot fires downwind. The development of a wildland fire can be separated into ignition, initial fire growth and large-scale propagation. The spotting ignition and the subsequent initial spread of fire is a complex problem involving multiple physiochemical processes in the solid and gas phases. These processes depend on many factors, including: the generation of the particles; the size and thermo-chemical state of the particles (inert or burning); the trajectories of the particles from their generation to their landing; characteristics of the shower of particles (dense or light) at landing; the fuel bed where they land (fuel type, porosity, moisture content, temperature); environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, wind velocity). By characterizing these distinct individual processes, it is possible to attain the required information to develop predictive, physics-based wildfire spotting models. The models together with topographical maps and wind models could be added to existing landscape-scale wildfire spread models to improve their predictive capabilities. The enhanced wildfire spread models would provide land managers and government agencies with better tools to prescribe preventive measures and fuels treatments before a fire, and allocate suppression resources and issue evacuation orders during a fire. Here an attempt is made to summarize the research issues of the wildfire spotting and initial growth problem by describing the distinct individual processes involved in the problem and by discussing their know-how status. Emphasis is given to those areas that the author is more familiar with, due to his work on the subject.
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